XL Mount Bracket Assembly
What’s in the Box:
1. Mount Bracket
2. Bracket Clamps
3. Bracket Bolts (x4)
4. Mounting Joint
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5. Stow/Clevis Pin
6. Cotter Pin
7. Rotation/Security Pin
8. Security Bolt
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Please note that use of the XL Mount Bracket decreases the unit’s incline rating. If you have any questions
concerning the use of your trailer Valet on a slope or incline, please contact us at
(844) 846-9344 or Email us at support@trailervalet.com
For warranty information, please refer to your XL user manual.

SETUP
When installing the Trailer Valet, the unit must be installed while the weight of the
trailer is supported by an existing jack. Having wheel chocks in place during connection
will also insure a safe install.
Raise the trailer tongue to where the coupler is about 16 inches off the ground to give
adequate space to attach the dolly.
WARNING! During installation, the Steering Handle must be secured to the safety clip to
ensure the brake is engaged at all times.
The mounting bracket has incremental bolt slots to fit a variety of trailer frames. Be sure
that you have at least 8 inches of free space for the mounting bracket to be fitted onto
your trailer frame.
WARNING! The mounting bracket is only to be installed on trailer tongues that are
rectangular in profile. Cylindrical frames are not compatible with the bracket as it will
rotate, allowing the trailer to drop.

CONNECTION
It is recommended that you ensure that there is adequate height to install the unit. The
trailer should be high enough that, when the frame is level, there is enough space for
the unit to be at least one inch off the ground once attached to the bracket. If there is
not enough space, adjust the placement of the bracket on your trailer frame.

Fit the mounting joint into the rotating coupler on
your XL and secure with the rotation/security pin.
This joint replaces your XL’s ball adapter.

Place the mounting bracket and clamps onto the area of the frame you have designated
and secure with the four bolts. NOTE: While it is recommended that the bracket is
installed with the attachment point in the low position for stability reasons, the bracket
can be flipped prior to install if the space is required.

Place the connection point of the mounting joint into the mount bracket and fasten with
the included stow/clevis pin. Lastly, set the cotter pin through the stow/clevis pin.

The Trailer Valet mounting bracket comes with a security bolt (part 7) that is an option
to secure the device. This will add stability if needed, but may slow the process of
attaching and detaching the unit from your trailer. If you choose to use it, the bolt slots
through the back of the mounting bracket and threads into the mounting joint.

